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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a quest structure, in the form of a

grammar, obtained from an analysis of the main quests of a sin-
gle player role playing game (RPG), namely “The Witcher 3 -
The Wild Hunt“. This grammar extends a previously presented
analysis by other authors on MMORPG quests. This extended
grammar is suitable for application in single player RPGs. The
grammar allows the procedural generation of quests in any
RPG wanting more intricate quests. We believe that this ex-
tension makes the previous grammar more expressive. And it
will bring us closer to being able to represent and procedurally
generate quests that are equal to human authored ones.

Author Keywords
Procedural generation; interactive storytelling; RPG; quests;
story; NPC; player.

INTRODUCTION
Computer Role Playing Games (CRPGs), commonly re-

ferred to as Role Playing Games (RPGs) are a video game
genre where a player embodies a story world character (and/or
several, commonly referred to as party) and has to overcome
a series of linked challenges, ultimately achieving some over-
arching goal or the conclusion of a central storyline. Further-
more, the player is allowed to develope his/her character(s)
through consequential decisions. RPG’s are known for being
content-heavy games, possessing vast worlds with various non-
playable characters (NPCs), as well as intricate storylines and
side-quests [10]. The process of this content creation takes a
considerable amount of time and money [12]. It’s consump-
tion though is much faster, and after a player completes every
main quest and side-quest, the game’s replay value drops off
considerably.

As a consequence, RPGs are perfect candidates for the
application of Procedural Content Generation (PCG), which is
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the use of computer algorithms for creating content that meets
a set of evaluation criteria [10][16]. This becomes quite useful,
when trying to produce content for the game industry, that is
becoming more demanding [11]. According to Hartsook[10]
there are two broad uses of PCG in games: content creation
and adaptation of gameplay. By automatically generating
content, it could offload the task of content creation, reducing
the amount of work done by humans, making the development
costs cheaper. Also, by learning players’ information that
can’t be known during design-time, such as their preferences,
desires and abilities, one could personalize the story and world
of the game. And thus, maximizing pleasure and minimizing
frustration and boredom[10].

PCG has become quite popular in recent years, currently
being used in a variety of different subfields. Examples of gen-
erated content include: dungeons and maps (Binding of Isaac:
Rebirth[13], Diablo series[6]); enemies (Left 4 Deadv[17]),
animation of character behaviour (Spore[1]), weapons (Bor-
derlands 2[9]) and even whole universes (No Man’s Sky[8]).
Another area where PCG could be used is in generating inter-
active stories (examples given in the next section). A system
based on interactive storytelling must be capable of generat-
ing interactive narratives in a coherent and believable fashion.
This means that the sequence of events that constitute the over-
arching story must be causally and temporally coherent and
characters that partake in these events must act in a believ-
able manner[3][14]. In storytelling systems, characters are
perceived as being believable when the actions they execute
are motivated by their desires and intentions and these are
consistent with the knowledge they possess about the current
story world.

In the context of RPGs, the sequence of events that consti-
tute the overarching story, can also be called quests. Quests
are tasks given by NPCs to a player in the form of requests,
that require the player to complete goals often in return for
some reward. If quests are seen as the mere movement from
one location to another in order to complete a goal, which
involves character actions and dialogue, one can see that a
sequence of this quests could shape a story. In games, story
is the progression of the player through space[2][10]. The
set of quests that are necessary to complete the game form
up the main story. Additional side-quests are often offered to
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the player to extend the gameplay[12]. Having a system that
procedurally generates these quests can potentially increase
the variability and replayability of games.

This paper will focus solely on quest structure, and presents
the results obtained from our structural analysis of the main
story quests from "The Witcher 3 - The Wild Hunt", an ac-
claimed single player RPG game. This analysis departs from
and further extends the work done by Doran and Parberry [4]
in their structural analysis of several MMORPG quests. We
consider a quest’s structure to be all actions performed by
the player, since the moment the quest is given to him/her,
until the quest’s goal is achieved. Using this structure, we
can procedurally generate a variety of intricate quests and
apply them in a RPG game. The remainder of this paper is
divided into four sections: 1. review of several approaches;
2. presentation of the results of the structural analysis of the
main quests from “The Witcher 3 - The Wild Hunt“ (Witcher);
3. an example of a quest from Witcher, based on the results
obtained; 4. conclusions and future work.

RELATED WORK
To solve the problem of plotline adaptation, Li and

Riedl[12] present an offline algorithm that, given a main plot-
line, consisting of a sequence of quests, a library of quests, and
a set of player requirements, produces “a sound, coherent vari-
ation“ of the original plotline. Preserving the human authors’
intent, while meeting player requirements. The complete plot-
line is represented by a partially ordered, hierarchical plan
composed of events that will unfold in a virtual world. These
events can be within and outside quests, and are represented
by actions performed by the player, non-player characters,
or even by natural occurrences in the virtual world. Events
possess preconditions, that must be satisfied, and effects, that
become true. Causal relationship between two events is es-
tablished through causal links via some condition that needs
to be satisfied. They allow abstraction hierarchies, through
decomposition of abstract events into less abstract ones.

In their approach quests are represented as “top-level“ ab-
stractions. Quests have only one effect, the acknowledgement
of its completion, and it may or may not have preconditions.
Quests are then decomposed into two abstract events: a task
and a reward, which are further decomposed into basic actions.
A quest that requires the player to hunt down a witch, can be
decomposed in the following way: the player would first have
to get a water bucket to pour on the witch, ultimately killing
her (the task event), in order to acquire the trust of the king
(the reward event). In between, events like the witch dropping
her shoes, the player picking them up and showing them to
the king as proof of the achievement, would complete the plot-
line. Narrative soundness and coherence, are then guaranteed,
through the satisfaction of all preconditions of an event, and
through the causal links connecting each event, thus creating
a path that leads to a significant outcome.

The game plot adaptation algorithm takes the partial-order
plan described, as well as the set of player preferences. The
search is conducted by adding and removing events until suc-
cess criteria are met. Once complete, the resulting story struc-
ture is converted and sent to GAME FORGE system[10] to

render a world that supports the story and executes the game.
Indeed, although Li and Riedl[12] are capable of producing
quests with a certain amount of control, based on players’ re-
quirements, they are still dependent on human authoring for
the sequence of quests that constitute the plotline. Further-
more, the quests are customized and generated at the start of
the game, as opposed to being generated while the player is in
play.

Doran and Parberry [4][5] did a structural analysis of al-
most 3000 human-authored quests from several Massive Multi-
player Online Role Playing Games (MMORPG). The analysis
showed a common structure shared by human-authored quests,

“changing only details such as settings, but preserving the rela-
tionship between actions“. They observed structural patterns
in quests, which occurred in predictable situations, each with
its own implicit preconditions and effects.

They first observed that quests can be categorized into 9
distinct NPC motivations: Knowledge, Comfort, Reputation,
Serenity, Protection, Conquest, Wealth, Ability and Equip-
ment. They believe the use of motivations to be essential for
ensuring intentionality in the generation and giving of quests.
Quests are thus intended to represent a NPC’s prime concern.
Each of these motivations contains 2-7 motivation-specific
strategies. In turn, each of these strategies is composed of a
sequence of 1-6 actions, that the player must perform. Each
action is further defined as either an atomic action performed
by the player, or a recursive sequence of other actions or action
variants[4]. The quest structure is represented in the form of a
grammar, in which terminal symbols are atomic actions and
non-terminal symbols are action rules, that extend to further
actions or action rules. The sequence of actions, that the player
is required to perform in order to complete the quest, can be
viewed as the leaves in a tree, with the root representing the
entire quest [4]. Actions can also be replaced by sub-quests,
that use the same structure.

With this structure, made from the extracted rules and com-
monalities of the analysed quests, they are able to demonstrate
a prototype system that procedurally generates quests, which
in their view are appropriate for use in RPGs. The generator
starts with an NPC motivation, from it the generator consults
the list of specific strategies, selects one and creates a quest
that addresses the motivation. The generator was written in
Prolog, due to its “ability to backtrack and try alternative
solutions“[4].

As a rough generalization, single player RPGs tend to fo-
cus more on the journey(story), which plays a central role in
these type of games. At the end the player either explores
the open world or simply restarts the game in a new save file.
As a contrast, in MMORPGs this journey feels more like a
grind that the player wants to complete as quickly as possi-
ble, in order to get to the endgame content, where the true
game begins. Quests generated using the structure previously
described, which was used by Doran and Parberry on their
prototype generator [4], are solely based on MMORPGs.

So as stated before, according to Doran and Parberry’s struc-
tural analysis, human authored quests have a shared structure.
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Having this in mind, we tried to analyse quests from single
player RPGs, which tend to have a strong focus on the story
component of the game, using the rules defined by Doran and
Parberry [4]. We chose “The Witcher 3 - The Wild Hunt“,
since it was received with critical acclaim and was a financial
success, having also won several awards for Game of the Year
from multiple publications. For the purpose of this paper, only
the main story quests were analysed, which are in a total of
58, since side-quests are more similar to MMORPG quests.

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
For the structural analysis, 58 main story quests from “The

Witcher 3 - The Wild Hunt“ (Witcher) were examined, in order
to determine whether they also shared the structure extracted
by Doran and Parberry from their own analysis. Quest de-
scriptions were obtained from sites like “The Witcher Official
Wikia“[20], VG24/7[18], and from watched walkthroughs
from several Youtube channels like TheRealCheatCC[15],
GameRiot[7] and VGFAQ[19]. Quest descriptions consisted
of the sequence of actions the player had to perform, NPC
dialogue and causal and temporal relationships between the
different quests.

Using the descriptions from "spoiler" sites and the resulting
quest structure from the analysis described by Doran and Par-
berry [4], we undertook an attempt to represent Witcher quests.
Alas, representing these main quests proved to be more diffi-
cult than expected, Indeed, the NPCs that gave out the quests,
shared the same or similar motivations previously described,
but since the action rules Doran and Parberry defined had some
limitations, it was impossible to fully describe Witcher quests.
In order to come up with the necessary changes to counter
these limitations (both described in the upcoming paragraphs),
each quest was analysed in the following way: first it was
necessary to record every player action in the respective quest;
second a tree was built for each quest, in the manner described
in the related work section, using the rules defined by Do-
ran and Parberry [4], while adding the changes required to
represent each quest; third, the changes made were extracted
and added to the new set of rules, the results of which can be
seen in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Changes made are highlighted in
bold. The sequence of actions and rules are written in Backus
Normal Form, a notation technique for grammars, same as in
[4].

When comparing with [4], the first change worthy of noting,
regards the last action of a quest’s strategy, specifically "give"
and "report" actions. During our analysis, we observed that
some Witcher quests required the player to give or report
something, as a last step before completing a quest. But
some strategies defined in [4] don’t allow this. The opposite
also happened, where strategies defined in [4], have a last
action give/report, but in the game the player isn’t required
to do any of those. To give a few examples: in the short
main story quest "Disturbance", the player has to explore
the castle, to find and remove an object ("repair"), that is
messing with one of Yennefer’s spells. After its removal the
player is required to report back to Yennefer. This sequence
isn’t fully represented in [4], because it is missing the report
action. A second example would be the main story quest "The

Sunstone", which requires the player to find and gather the
lost item Sunstone. Using Doran and Parberry’s structure,
the player would be obliged to give the Sunstone after it was
gathered. However, this quest finishes as soon as the Sunstone
is acquired. This was a recurrent problem, so to counter this
obstacle, we decided to put in almost every strategy, one of
two action rules, namely a <give> or a <report>. This way, it
is now possible to decide during generation, whether a quest’s
final action should require the player to either report a quest’s
completion, give an item back, or neither.

The second change resides in the <goto> set of rules (see
Table 2). According to Doran and Parberry’s rules, it wasn’t
possible to be given a sub-quest without having to learn some-
thing (see Table 2, rule 9 and rules 12-14), which is something
that happened often in The Witcher 3. So it was necessary to
add a <prepare> rule, that offered this possibility (see Table 2,
rules 10 and 16). Also the rule that required learning (rule 10
from Table 2) no longer has a mandatory "goto" action. Which
limited the order in which certain events could occur. Now, the
new <goto> action rule can be expanded to offer more possi-
bilities to the quest. It was also added the action rule <rescue>
(see Table 2, rules 33-36), in order to allow the player to sim-
ply free a character, and not having to escort it every single
time. The action rule <defeat> (see Table 2, rules 27 and 28)
was added, so it could be possible to decide during generation
whether a strategy would require the player to either kill or
merely damage an enemy. Before strategies had one of these
actions imposed, which conflicted with the representation of
some of the Witcher quests, that had one of those strategies. In
some Witcher quests, where it was only required for the player
to damage someone or something, the rules defined by Doran
and Parberry would instead have the player kill someone or
something, and vice-versa. An example of this is the quest
"Bald Mountain". After the death of their mentor Vesemir,
Geralt (the player) and Ciri bloody for vengeance, track down
Vesemir’s killer Imlerith and ultimately kill him. Using Doran
and Parberry’s set, it wouldn’t be possible to represent this. In
their set, the strategy "Revenge, Justice" from the "Serenity"
motivation has a mandatory "damage" atomic action, while
what we seek is a "kill" atomic action.

Finally, for the actions (see Table 3), we added four new
atomic actions that can be performed by the player. During
the analysis we encountered some actions that were not rep-
resented in their set of actions. The most significant ones
being "examine" and "follow". Doran and Parberry’s rules
only considered learning either through listening to a charac-
ter, after doing a sub-quest for said character, or by reading a
book. After analysing Witcher quests it was clear that one can
also learn by examining clues or objects. One example is the
quest "Novigrad Dreaming", where a ghost leaves drawings
that, after being examined, show the player what he/she has
to do next. The action "follow" also appears a lot, practically
in every quest. While following a character, the player has
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Motivation Strategy Sequence of Actions
Knowledge Deliver item for study <get> <give>

Spy <goto> spy <report>
Interview NPC <goto> listen <report>
Use item on field <get> <goto> use <give>

Comfort Obtain luxuries <get> <give>
Kill pests <goto> <defeat> <report>

Reputation Obtain rare items <get> <give>
Kill enemies <goto> <defeat> <report>
Visit dangerous place <goto> <report>

Serenity Revenge, Justice <goto> <defeat> <report>
Capture Criminal <goto> <capture> <report>
Check on NPC (1) <goto> listen <report>
Check on NPC (2) <goto> take <give>
Recover lost/stolen item <get> <give>
Rescue NPC <goto> <rescue> <report>

Protection Attack threatening entities <goto> <defeat> <report>
Capture Criminal <goto> <capture> <report>
Treat or Repair (1) <get> <goto> use <report>
Treat or Repair (2) <goto> repair <report>
Create Diversion (1) <get> <goto> use <report>
Create Diversion (2) <goto> damage <report>
Assemble fortification <goto> repair <report>
Guard entity <goto> defend <report>
Recruit <goto> listen <report>

Conquest Attack enemy <goto> <defeat> <report>
Steal stuff <goto> <steal> <give>
Recruit <goto> listen <report>

Wealth Gather raw materials <goto> <get> <report>
Steal valuables for resale <goto> <steal> <give>
Make valuables for resale <goto> repair <give>

Ability Assemble tool for new skill <goto> repair use
Obtain training materials <get> use
Use existing tools <goto> use
Practive combat <goto> damage
Pratice skill <goto> use
Research skill (1) <get> use <report>
Research skill (2) <get> experiment <report>

Equipment Assemble <goto> repair <give>
Deliver supplies <get> <give>
Steal supplies <steal> <give>
Trade for supplies <goto> exchange

Table 1. Strategies for each NPC’s motivation.
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# Rules Explanation
0. <Quest> ::= <Knowledge> | <Comfort> |

<Reputation> | <Serenity> | <Protection>
| <Conquest> | <Wealth> | <Ability> |
<Equipment>

This is the root of a quest, which expands into one of the 9 motivations.
Which will eventually be expanded into one of the strategies, specific to
said motivation.

1. <subquest> ::= <goto> Go someplace.
2. <subquest> ::= <goto> <QUEST> <goto> Go perform a quest an return.
3. <goto> ::= ε You are already there.
4. <goto> ::= goto Go to a known location.
5. <goto> ::= wait Wait at a location for someone or something.
6. <goto> ::= explore Just wander around and look.
7. <goto> ::= follow Follow somebody or something.
8. <goto> ::= stealth Sneak by someone.
9. <goto> ::= <learn> <goto> Find out where to go and go there.
10. <goto> ::= <prepare> <goto> Prepare before going somewhere.
11. <learn> ::= ε You already know it.
12. <learn> ::= <goto> <subquest> listen Go someplace, perform a subquest, get info from NPC.
13. <learn> ::= <goto> <get> read Go someplace, get something and read what is written in it.
14. <learn> ::= <get> <subquest> <give> listen Get something, perform a subquest, give to NPC in return for info.
15. <learn> ::= <goto> <subquest> examine Go someplace, perform a subquest, examine something.
16. <prepare> ::= <goto> <subquest> Go someplace and perform a subquest.
17. <get> ::= ε You already have it.
18. <get> ::= <steal> Steal it from somebody.
19. <get> ::= <goto> gather Go someplace and pick something up that’s lying around.
20. <get> ::= <goto> take Go someplace and take something.
21. <get> ::= <goto> <get> <subquest> <goto>

exchange
Go someplace, get something, perform a subquest for somebody, return
and exchange.

22. <steal> ::= <goto> stealth take Go someplace, sneak up on somebody and take something.
23. <steal> ::= <goto> <defeat> take Go someplace, defeat somebody and take something.
24. <capture> ::= <goto> use capture Go someplace, use something to capture somebody.
25. <capture> ::= <goto> damage capture Go someplace, damage to capture somebody.
26. <capture> ::= <goto> capture Go someplace and capture somebody.
27. <defeat> ::= <goto> damage Go someplace and damage somebody.
28. <defeat> ::= <goto> kill Go someplace and kill somebody.
29. <report> ::= ε There is nothing to report.
30. <report> ::= <goto> report Go someplace and report to somebody.
31. <give> ::= ε There is nothing to give.
32. <give> ::= <goto> give Go someplace and give something to somebody.
33. <rescue> ::= free Free somebody from imprisonment.
34. <rescue> ::= <defeat> free Defeat somebody and free somebody from imprisonment.
35. <rescue> ::= escort Escort somebody to someplace.
36. <rescue> ::= <defeat> escort Defeat somebody and escort a different somebody to someplace.

Table 2. Action rules in BNF.
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# Action Pre-condition Post-condition
1. ε None. None.
2. capture Somebody is there. They are your prisoner.
3. damage Somebody or something is there. It is more damaged.
4. defend Somebody or something is there. Attempts to damage it have failed.
5. escort Somebody is there. They will now accompany you.
6. examine Somebody or something is there. You have information about it.
7. exchange Somebody is there, they and you have something. You have theirs, they have yours.
8. experiment Something is there. Perhaps you have learned what it is for.
9. explore None. Wander around at random.
10. follow Somebody or something is there. You will now accompany them.
11. free Somebody is there. They are no longer prisoner.
12. gather Something is there. You have it.
13. give Somebody is there, you have something. They have it, you don’t.
14. goto You know where to go and how to get there. You are there.
15. kill Somebody is there. They are dead.
16. listen Somebody is there. You have some of their information.
17. read Something is there. You have information from it.
18. repair Something is there. It is fixed, built or resolved.
19. report Somebody is there. They have information you have.
20. spy Somebody or something is there. You have information from it.
21. stealth Somebody is there. Sneak up on them.
22. take Somebody is there, they have something. You have it, they don’t.
23. use Somebody or something is there. It has affected characters or environment.
24. wait None. Wait for something to happen.

Table 3. Atomic actions.

the opportunity to learn a bit of the character’s backstory and
possible relationship with the main character Geralt. Actions
"wait" and "free" were also added, the first rarely appearing,
while the second can be seen as an alternative to simply es-
corting a character, after being rescued. This action appeared
more often than the "escort" action in the Witcher’s main story
quests. A good example for the use of the action "free", is the
quest "A Poet Under Pressure". Here the player has to rescue
the halfling Dandelion. After following a Witch Hunter that
fled from a failed ambush, the player enters the house where
Dandelion is being held captive. After you defeat the Witch
Hunter, the player is able to free Dandelion and report to Irina.
This quest is also a good example for the addition of the action
rule <defeat>. In Doran and Parberry’s strategies, the "Rescue
NPC" strategy (see Table 1, motivation Serenity) required the
player to "damage" the captor, whilst in this quest the player
is required to "kill" the captor.

QUEST EXAMPLE
In this section we analyse the quest "The Beast of White

Orchard", one of "The Witcher 3" main story quests, using
the new set of rules (see Figure 6 for full quest). The quest is
given out by a "Nilfgaardian" Commander with the promise
of information about the witch Yennefer, which Geralt (the
player) is currently looking for. The Nilfgaardian army is
having trouble with a Griffin, that has been randomly attacking
its soldiers, and the Commander wants Geralt to kill it. Looks
simple, but this quest requires the player several preparatory
steps. First the player has to find information by talking to
a hunter about the griffin. Information like where its current
location is or why it is on a rampage. He/she also has to gather

Figure 1. Key to all other Figures.

a plant with a strong scent that attracts it, by talking with
a herbalist. In a way the player needs to prepare before the
encounter with the griffin. This quest can be seen as having the
motivation "Comfort", using the strategy "Kill Pests", which
starts with the sequence of actions "<goto> <defeat> <report>"
(see Figure 2, and Table 1).

The first action rule <goto>, implies that the player must
go to the griffin’s location. In Doran and Parberry’s rules,
the player would either have to learn the location, in case
it was unknown, or explore. In this quest, instead, it was
required to make preparations before facing the griffin, namely
to learn about the griffin and gather something to lure it. So
in this case we use rule number 10 (from Table 2) "<prepare>
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Figure 2. Initial strategy of example quest.

Figure 3. Expansions of <goto> (rule number 11) and <prepare> (rule
number 17), both newly added.

<goto>". The action <prepare> will be expanded to "<goto>
<subquest>" (rule number 16)(see Figure 3).

The next <goto> (4th expanded action), requires the player
to go to the site where Nilfgaardian soldiers were attacked, but
first he/she has to talk to the hunter, to guide the player there.
So the <goto> is expanded to "<learn> <goto>" using rule
number 0. The <learn> is then expanded using rule number
12 "<goto> <subquest> listen". The player must first go to the
Hunter’s house to find that he isn’t there, which requires the
player to explore and examine clues that direct the player to
the Hunter’s location (see Figure 4). Here is the first instance
where the use of Doran and Parberry’s rules, is unable to
represent the quest. It wouldn’t be possible for the player to
find the hunter, without the atomic action "examine" and the
newly added rule number 15, which isn’t represented in their
set of rules.

After finally reaching the Hunter (12th expansion), the
<QUEST> action rule is then expanded to Comfort motivation
strategy "Kill Pests". Here the hunter asks the player to kill
some wild dogs that are troubling him (13th-20th expanded
actions). After reporting to the hunter the player must follow
him to the site where the soldiers were attacked. Again this
atomic action isn’t present in the rules defined in [4]. Once
at the site, the player has again to examine some clues, that
lead to tracks that must be followed. Finally leading to the
griffin’s nest, where the player learns the final details about
the griffin (21st-29th expanded actions)(see Figure 5). Notice
that if we were using the set of rules defined by Doran and Par-
berry, these sequence of actions wouldn’t be possible. Instead
we would have an atomic action "goto", that would make the
player go directly to the nest, alternatively to finding his/her
way over there.

Figure 4. Expansions 5 to 12, use of newly added action "examine".

Figure 5. Expansions 22 to 29. Note expansion of <goto> after <learn>
is closed and the use of newly added action "follow".
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Figure 6. The Beast of White Orchard quest using the new set of rules. The order in which actions performed by the player should be read depth first
then left to right.
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Thus closes the <goto> action rule expanded after <prepare>
(3rd expanded action)(see Figure 3). Now the <subquest>
is expanded using rule number 2 (from Table 2), "<goto>
<QUEST>". Before facing the griffin, the player must still
gather buckhorn to be used as lure. But first he/she must learn
its location. The player must first talk to a herbalist to get this
information. This is all represented through expanded actions
32-36 (see Figure 3). Although it wasn’t given by any specific
NPC, the gathering of the buckhorn is represented through
the expansion of <QUEST> using the strategy "Gather Raw
Materials" from motivation Wealth, which can be resumed to
a simple atomic action "gather", since the player is already at
the location (see Table 1).

Having gathered every bit of information and the neces-
sary lure, it is now time to move to the griffin’s location and
ultimately defeat it. The <goto> from the original strategy
ends with an atomic "goto" (see Figure 3), continuing with
the expansion of the action rule <defeat>(see Figure 2). As
stated before, the action rule <defeat> was added, so it would
be possible for a generator to decide whether a strategy would
have the player kill or damage an enemy. In the end, both
actions can be summarized as defeating an opponent. The
choice of which action to perform, could then be given either
to the player or to the NPC giving out the quest. In this case,
the <defeat> rule is expanded using rule 28 "<goto> kill" (see
Table 2).

The next step for the player, is to use the previously gathered
buckhorn to lure the griffin out. Since it isn’t required to
learn anything, we expand the <goto> action using rule 10,
<prepare> <goto>. The <prepare> action rule is then expanded
using rule 16. Now we have "<goto> <QUEST> <goto>", both
<goto> are empty since the player is already where he/she
needs to be, and <QUEST> is expanded using the strategy
"Use existing tools" from Ability motivation, to an atomic
action "use"(see Table 1 and Figure 6). Since the player isn’t
required to move, we are left only with the decisive action
of killing the griffin (51st expanded action). Finishing with
the <report> action rule, which is expanded using rule 30,
"<goto> report"(see Table 2). The player most now return to
the Nilfgaardian camp and report to the Commander (52nd-
54th expanded action).

As can be observed, in figure 6, all required actions were
successfully represented using this new set of rules. The addi-
tion of 4 new atomic actions, as well as the addition of action
rules <report> and <give> to the strategies, was simply to help
represent certain sequences of actions executed by the player
in "The Witcher 3". The biggest difference, and probably the
most influential, was the removal of the atomic actions "goto",
after the <learn> and <QUEST> actions rules (see rules 2
and 9 from Table 2). These atomic "goto"s were restricting
greatly the order in which actions could be performed. Their
removal, allows for more variability, but we lose control over
the size of the generated quest. Nonetheless, it is possible
to restrict the expansion of these action rules. By means of
limiting the depth of the tree, or simply by giving a probability

for expanding a rule, making some rules less or more likely in
certain depths.

CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduce adjustments to the quest struc-

ture, defined by Doran and Parberry[4], in their analysis of
MMORPG quests. These adjustments were based on our study
of the 58 main quests from the prize-winning single player
RPG game “The Witcher 3 - The Wild Hunt“. In their paper
Doran and Parberry concluded that further work was neces-
sary to prove the capabilities of their generator in producing
quests equal in quality as human-authored ones. We believe
that our adjustments to the original structure, make it more
expressive. Since no tests were conducted with human players,
it is impossible to determine the quality of quests based on
this structure. Nontheless, we hope that this structure gives
a significant contribution in making procedurally generated
quests closer to the ones written by humans. Note, however,
that through our analysis we found that Witcher quests aren’t
completely similar to the MMORPG quests. Thus, we suggest
the study of other single player RPGs to further improve this
quest structure, hoping it will help close the remaining gap.

The quest structure defined in this paper is to be imple-
mented in a game experience, currently in development. Our
goal is to create a system, that uses a procedural approach
to story generation. The system will simulate a story world,
where a structured narrative can emerge through the interac-
tions between NPCs and the player in the form of quests, based
on the structure presented here. NPCs will be responsible for
reasoning about which actions are more appropriate for achiev-
ing a goal, select them and create a quest that is motivated by
their own intentions. Thus, giving a greater sense of realism.
Additionally, the system will also use a learned player model
to adapt the subquests to the player’s preferences. We hope
this system will be able to improve both the chances of re-
playability and player enjoyment, by offering the player more
customized content variety.
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